
PTE Writing Practice test 3

Question 1: Summarize Written Text

Read the passage below and summarize it using one sentence. Type your response in the
box at the bottom of the screen. You have 10 minutes to finish this task. Your response will be
judged on the quality of your writing and on how well your response presents the key points in
the passage.

Fertile Farmland:

A farming technique practiced for centuries by villagers in West Africa, which converts nutrient-
poor rainforest soil into fertile farmland, could be the answer to mitigating climate change and
revolutionizing farming across Africa. A global study by researchers has for the first-time
identified and analyzed rich fertile soils found in Liberia and Ghana. They discovered that the
ancient West African method of adding charcoal and kitchen waste to highly weathered, nutrient
poor tropical soils can transform the land into enduringly fertile, carbon-rich black soils which the
researchers dub ‘African Dark Earths’. Similar soils created by Amazonian people in pre-
Columbian eras have recently been discovered in South America — but the techniques people
used to create these soils are unknown. Moreover, the activities which led to the creation of
these anthropogenic soils were largely disrupted after the European conquest. Encouragingly
researchers in the West Africa study were able to live within communities as they created their
fertile soils. This enabled them to learn the techniques used by the women from the indigenous
communities who disposed of ash, bones and other organic waste to create the African Dark
Earths.

Question 2: Write Essay

You will have 20 minutes to plan, write and revise an essay about the topic below. Your
response will be judged on how well you develop your position, organize your ideas, present
supporting details, and control the elements of standard written English. You should write 200
- 300 words.

Some people think that law can change behavior. To what extent do you agree?



Sample Answer

Question 1: Summarize Written Text

For centuries, villagers in West Africa have been using a farming technique that converts
nutrient-poor rainforest soil into fertile farmland. A global study has identified and analyzed rich
fertile soils found in Liberia and Ghana. The ancient West African method of adding charcoal
and kitchen waste to highly weathered, nutrient-poor tropical soils can transform the land into
enduringly fertile, carbon-rich black soils. Similar soils created by Amazonian people in
pre-Columbian eras have recently been discovered in South America. Since researchers in the
West Africa study were able to live within communities, they learned the techniques used by the
women from the indigenous communities of using organic waste to make the African Dark
Earths.

Question 2: Write Essay

Human conduct is shaped by laws, the rules and regulations that govern it. Different norms and
laws govern civilized society. Rules must be followed in order to maintain law and order and
keep everything in place. I absolutely agree with the statement that rules can be used to modify
human behaviour. In the following paragraphs, I shall elaborate on my point of view in detail.

When people feel afraid, they are more likely to follow the rules. The first and most important
reason for enacting laws and regulations is that they aid in maintaining discipline. It compels
them to maintain the status quo. Apart from that, the lack of restrictions allows people to do
anything they want, such as engaging in illegal activities and disrupting society's social
mandate.

Additionally, the individuals' obstinate attitude can only be tempered by establishing regulations.
Human beings become more responsible due to regulations such as timeliness, respect for
national assets, and many others.

However, some individuals argue that the most severe flaw in the law is its rigidity. Because
legislation must be broad, it fails to deal effectively with particular circumstances in the actual
world.

To sum up, laws have an essential role in influencing how people respond and act. In order to
maintain order and coherence, governments and organizations should implement laws.


